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Relationship labels 
 
Relationship elements used with MANIFESTATION (bibliographic records only)  

 
Authority records: Currently Manifestation to Entity relationships are not recorded 
in NACO practice. Links from manifestations to entities (and vice versa) are not 
currently possible in NARs because authorized access points for manifestations 
are not yet made in PCC practice. 
 
Bibliographic records: Manifestation to Agent relationships are currently recorded 
in PCC bibliographic records; inverse Agent to Manifestation relationships are not 
recorded. 
 
Bibliographic records: Manifestation to WEMI relationships are currently recorded 
in PCC bibliographic records in linking fields; inverse WEMI to Manifestation 
relationships are not recorded. [MGDs NOT DONE this round]. 
 
 

 
Manifestation to Person 

 
related person of manifestation  

Definition: A person who is associated with a manifestation. 
PCC relationship label: related person 
Inverse: related manifestation of person 
 

book designer person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by being responsible for the entire graphic design of a book, including 
arrangement of type and illustration, choice of materials, and process 
used. 
PCC relationship label: book designer 
Inverse: book designer person of 
 

braille embosser person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by embossing braille cells using a stylus, special embossing printer, or 
other device. 
PCC relationship label: braille embosser 
Inverse: braille embosser person of 
 

broadcaster person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for broadcasting a manifestation 
to an audience via radio, television, webcast, or other transmission 
media. 
PCC relationship label: broadcaster 
Inverse: broadcaster person of 
 

caster person  
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Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by pouring a liquid or molten substance into a mold and leaving it to 
solidify to take the shape of the mold. 
PCC relationship label: caster 
Inverse: caster person of 
 

collotyper person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by using a photomechanical process for making prints directly from a 
hardened film of gelatin or other colloid that has ink-receptive and ink-
repellent surfaces. 
PCC relationship label: collotyper 
Inverse: collotyper person of 
 

contributor person of cartography  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of a cartographic work that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor of cartography 
Inverse: contributor person of cartography of 
 

contributor person of choreography  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of a choreographic work that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor of choreography 
Inverse: contributor person of choreography of 
 

contributor person of computer content  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of computer content that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor of computer content 
Inverse: contributor person of computer content of 
 

contributor person of moving image  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of a moving image work that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor of moving image 
Inverse: contributor person of moving image of 
 

contributor person of music  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of a musical work that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor of music 
Inverse: contributor person of music of 
 

contributor person of object  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of an object work that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor of object 
Inverse: contributor person of object of 
 

contributor person of speech  
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Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of a vocal work that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor of speech 
Inverse: contributor person of speech of 
 

contributor person of still image  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of a still image work that is embodied by an aggregate. 

Note: by PCC decision, the two legacy labels that were merged 
into this element will continue to be used. 

PCC relationship label: illustrator 
PCC relationship label: photographer [formerly: photographer 
(expression)]  
Inverse: contributor person of still image of 
 

contributor person of text  
Definition: A person who is a contributor to aggregate who creates an 
expression of a textual work that is embodied by an aggregate. 

Note: by PCC decision, the nine legacy labels that were merged 
into this element will continue to be used. 

PCC relationship label: writer of supplementary textual content 
PCC relationship label: writer of added text 
PCC relationship label: writer of preface 
PCC relationship label: writer of added commentary 
PCC relationship label: writer of introduction 
PCC relationship label: writer of added lyrics 
PCC relationship label: writer of afterword 
PCC relationship label: writer of postface 
PCC relationship label: writer of foreword 
Inverse: contributor person of text of 
 

contributor person to aggregate  
Definition: A person who is responsible for creating an expression of a 
work that is embodied by an aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: contributor to aggregate 
Inverse: contributor person to aggregate of 
 

creator person of manifestation  
Definition: A person who is responsible for the embodiment of one or 
more expressions.  A creator of manifestation includes a manufacturer, 
producer, and publisher. 
PCC relationship label: creator of manifestation 
Inverse: creator person of manifestation of 
 

distributor person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for distributing a published 
manifestation. 
PCC relationship label: distributor 
Inverse: distributor person of 
 

engraver person  
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Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by cutting letters, figures, or other marks on a surface such as a wooden 
or metal plate used for printing. 
PCC relationship label: engraver 
Inverse: engraver person of 
 

etcher person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by subjecting metal, glass, or some other surface used for printing, to acid 
or another corrosive substance. 
PCC relationship label: etcher 
Inverse: etcher person of 
 

film distributor person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for distributing a moving image 
manifestation to theatres or other distribution channels. 
PCC relationship label: film distributor 
Inverse: film distributor person of 
 

lithographer person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by preparing a stone or plate for lithographic printing.  A lithographer 
includes a graphic artist creating a design directly on the surface from 
which printing will be done. 
PCC relationship label: lithographer 
Inverse: lithographer person of 
 

manufacturer person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for printing, duplicating, casting, 
or other method of manufacturing a published manifestation. 
PCC relationship label: manufacturer 
Inverse: manufacturer person of 
 

papermaker person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for the production of paper used 
to manufacture a manifestation. 
PCC relationship label: papermaker 
Inverse: papermaker person of 
 

platemaker person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by preparing plates used in the production of printed images or text. 
PCC relationship label: platemaker 
Inverse: platemaker person of 
 

printer person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
of printed text, notated music, or other content from type or plates.  
Includes the manufacture of a book, newspaper, magazine, broadside, or 
score. 
PCC relationship label: printer 
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Inverse: printer person of 
 

printmaker person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for manufacturing a manifestation 
by making a relief, intaglio, or planographic printing surface. 
PCC relationship label: printmaker 
Inverse: printmaker person of 
 

producer person of unpublished manifestation  
Definition: A person who is responsible for inscribing, fabricating, 
constructing, or other method of producing an unpublished manifestation. 
PCC relationship label: producer of unpublished manifestation 
Inverse: producer person of unpublished manifestation of 
 

publisher person  
Definition: A person who is responsible for publishing, releasing, or 
issuing a published manifestation. 
PCC relationship label: publisher 
Inverse: publisher person of 
 

surveyor person 
Definition: A person who is a contributor agent of cartography who 
provides measurements or dimensional relationships for a geographic 
area. 
PCC relationship label: surveyor 
Inverse: surveyor person of 
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